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1 
 

Julia Barber 

Mountain oratory 

 

Dressed in carvings, the orator rises    

from his couch1 to welcome  

distant voyagers inside the wooden,  

 

old house. A mountain brow  

high upon the wall2 inside musty 

portraits, ancient peers survey  

 

leafy clouds3 hanging lofty  

above the travellers’ heads.   

His oratory adzes folk riddle  

 

and lore down the aisle.  Heart  

wood chips fall to a well tramped  

wet floor.  He chisels the ocean  

 

open, heaves forward wave  

fragments they crest in canoes  

as their founder-folk over  

 

the mountain…. 

 

ki te takotoranga i takoto ai i te waka…. 

                                                           
1 Taumata Kōrero 
2 Pātu Tapu  
3 Tauā 



2 
 

Anne-Marie Te Whiu 

A returning 

 

Hokianga blue blood  

ferry my waka    

reggae & chur bro in the front seats 

fish & chips soggy on the dash 

Kohukohu calls me close 

thick morning mist rises 

wild pigs draped over tray back 

Panguru stretches the afternoon 

roads made of gravelled potholes 

hongi one hundred times on the marae 

step outside at dawn  

two wild horses flare their nostrils by Waihou  

hooves stub dirt 

poi tails twist 

 

Te Reinga asks Where have you been? 

I lower my eyes I am sorry it has taken this long 

  



3 
 

Heidi North 

Backwards (from Urquharts Bay)  

 
The helpful man says You’ll be lucky. 
And we are.  
 
Pipis rise out to meet us 
poke up their little yellow tongues. 
 
We drive back to Auckland  
bucket sloshing in the steamy car 
 
Once we could walk home  
taking turns to hold the plastic bucket  
 
in our Hot Little Hands  
as Dad might have said 
 
then laughed 
at us running along the beach 
 
at the dog chasing seagulls 
at Mr McDonald from the bach yelling 
 
I’ll bloody call someone I will 
You know I bloody will! 
 
There is a picture of dad through a red window 
the sea flying out behind him. 
 
On the back he’s written 
Whangārei Heads – land of my dreams. 

  



4 
 

Denise OHagan 

Blue niche 

 
   Diving into tranquil untainted waters on a leeward bay 

 

sweeps   of    seaweed 

flow     on bobbled sand 

   sprinkled    with         fans of wafting scallops 

cat’s eyes   hermits in periwinkles   and whelks 

  living gems that catch  the  mottled   zigzag 

of sunlight 

 as it sifts  through salt        and sea 

  reflecting crustaceans  and cerulean 

amongst  the gently 

flowing tide 

 

  



5 
 

Murray Edmond 

Looking down into the promised land 

 

the place that I will  

never go  

no soft landing 

if I jumped  

no gazing back 

to where a lover 

turns to salt 

small indentations 

in the dust 

in which my toes are curled 

it’s just and only just 

desire holds me up aloft 

and thus that I am stopped 

and shall not leap 

down to the land below 

but if I did 

then I would leave behind 

these curlings of the toes 

like letters in the sand 

where my lover  

turned to dust 

and I did not look back 

desire for me was 

no soft landing 

in a place 

that I will never go 

the promised land  



6 
 

Daphne de Jong 

A poem about the sea 

 

Poems about the sea  

oughta be, you know 

about blue waves 

and lacy curls of foam 

kids and beach balls 

cricket on the sand. 

 

But I reckon 

that green hunger 

those toothy rocks 

are gonna get us 

if we don't get them first 

and lock them safely up 

inside a poem. 

  



7 
 

Ila Selwyn 

The assignment    

 

a compulsory practical for an anthropology paper 

Peter suggests Rahomaunu Island with its midden and 

trenches 

his uncle sometimes camps on it when out fishing  

we check a tide chart 

he borrows equipment from the Chemistry Department  

we set out in the old mini laden with survey tools 

packs, tramping boots, warm gear, parkas, sleeping bags, gas 

cooker and food  

head to his mum’s old bach with the leaning longdrop by the 

sea in Kowharewa Bay 

next morning as the tide is ebbing we cross safely from rock 

to rock 

climb the steep hill     up and over the remnants of the old 

defence trenches 

dotting the ridge to the top on the map i drew  

time drifts by     we eat a packed lunch     look down  

the sea is rushing in  

dismantle the surveying equipment     put on packs     race 

down the hill 

the wild winter wind is rising      

       we are cut off      

nod at each other    plunge into chest high water 

swim breast-stroke for the last few metres 

clamber out     laugh with relief     strip off 

  



8 
 

Arthur Fairley 

Words must remain on the page for the duration of this 

poem 

 

Yeah, I do remember 
the quality of that particular night actually, 
I do remember it was outstanding, 
a Michelin five-star sky 
I had just come back from overseas and was 
still thinking oranges and Andalusia 
 
I was struck by how here 
the bare winter twilight has this depth 
not seen elsewhere 
 
an evening sky 
full of currents of cold running 
water 
 
a depth 
as if you’re gazing into 
infinity’s cradle. 
 
I’m looking at this book 
on my desk why we need Poetry 
by James K the Apostle Postman 
 
I mean 
 
who would ask 
such 
a dumb arse question? 
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The Heads 

 
 1 
Natalia 
 
 see how 
 
from the horizon 
the land lifts the light, and the sky 
is returning home 
 
 2 
 
I see  
a tree full of angels 
 
an angel for each bough 
 
 3 
Natalia 
 
have the courage 
of your weaknesses 
 
may your memory 
be more than a dream 
 
 4 
 
yesterday Natalia 
you will find 
your own way back home. 
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Karen Sidney  

One day a whale 

 
She bought a flat-relief tin Whale, from the shop that sold 
lovely things; from exotic places far and near   
 
She took it to the new house, installed it in pride of place in 
the porch with river view. 
 
It’s dark brown specialness, flat and curved, with teeth and a 
tail, impressive lines and a pleasing tail fluke. 
 
Like this tin whale, she had unexpectedly travelled from East 
Coast blue beach to live beside this west coast, dirty brown, 
fast flowing river.  
 
There was hopeful possibility that it might somehow call in a 
real whale, this talisman, this tin taonga, this whale caller. 
 
“One day a whale will come,” she said – Up this dirty brown 
fast flowing river, that has captured my heart and drawn me 
near.  
 
And maybe, just maybe he will come riding it, as magical as he 
was in real life, he will be again.  
 
Betwixt and between the worlds – her Whale rider. 
 
“One day a whale will come…” she said and smiled 
knowingly. 
  



11 
 

Aaron Robertson  

Blue, black, rouge 

 

Low-hanging omens, transparent, opaque, chafe; an adoration 

of smoke and mirrors in the forum luminous with holy oil, of 

mangled utopias, conflagrations, atomic age nostalgia in 

chromium, colonial polymers of blood. Row on row, 

machinations of self and flesh released from solitary, their 

oscillating pestles, wearily will proceed; the lamentation of 

mortars auguring but wait, there’s more! revolutions all for 

naught. What valour is servile, not subversive, mere 

impressions of same; come to shore those shaded, shrouded, 

that brook the flowering of want and waste. Going, going, 

wandering autonomy yearning to play false. A madness, boy, 

you said a mouthful. 

 
  



12 
 

Mystery play 

 

Incongruence of an overture on relaxed bows already 

overwhelmed. Its motif the slow collision of scales, an escape 

of particular pressure; forewarned then is not forearmed. 

Proof underfoot of the impermanence of all things is clingy, 

treacherous, encouraging the waning moons pallid on the 

earth; Bithisarea in his paradise hazards singing here is the 

empire of the dead. Only the allochthon can hold vertebrae 

and gall, even wedged by the detonating wave. Petrified, from 

memory rises a temple of blame where withdrawals exceed 

deposits; for that fracturing of the contract, a penalty of 

lampreys cuts at the first opportunity. It’s a small world the 

still-weeping wound, an opalescent purge publishing the scent 

of flotsam in absentia. 
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Piet Nieuwland 

Inside centuries of verbs 

 

A blade of light crosses gaseous magnitudes 

Deep in tranquil violet zones 

 

Timeless hieroglyphics pulse and splash 

Onto the naked flanks of tombolo beaches 

 

An indurated basalt fracture provokes me 

In a wash/surge/salt-foam-kelp/karoro cry 

 

The labyrinthine matrix of solitude 

Buries in the elliptic geometry of circles 

 

On southerly gales and warm winds blowing from 

The azurite east I listen for your elevation 

 

Over hills marked with crosses, colonial trigonometry 

Invasions, point by bloody red point 

 

Coming to a state of self-acceptance, we inherit 

Cloud pillars riddled with the sorrow of mutilated hearts 

 

Sacrificial blazes of mourning for the breathing  

Kahikatea / kauri forests, their fragrant lungs of pollen 

 

Incantations in mirror glass evaporate  

Over the water, night 

And the rivers 



14 
 

The garment of an uproar 

 
The garment of an uproar of birds over a deep blue malachite 

ocean / A rustle of human leaves wanders under the light 

clouds canopy 

 

The fresh wound of a voice from a mother’s blood  

Weaves words like the body of an infant 

 

Night gathers unfocussed stars brushed by lips of radiance  

Splashes moonlight upon indigo forests of shadow 

 

Wearing a yellow shirt and glance back to those evenings 

when / Fires of youth burned silence broken by alloys of 

static tattered  

 

Spindling on riddles that linger in celebration of a whole life 

long / I recognise the latitude where I was born in the fluid 

dark of early morning 

 

I recognise the longitude where the river changes polarity 

On the thin edges of things in my life 

 

On a whim provoked by a long lasting flood plain where 

coastal silt presses / Closer to a random point on an island 

known by its trembles 

 

A handful of freckles melted down into a secret freedom 

To be unlike all the rest 

  



15 
 

Loren Thomas 

Alarm  

 
/At work/for the past week/the fire alarm/has squealed at 

ear piercing levels/like when you might pass out/and we can’t 

leave/we sit and work/through the noise/while our bosses 

close their doors/or leave to get coffee until it passes/and we 

answer phones/wanting to vomit/and the squeal 

continues/so I wrap my uniform scarf around my 

ears/Russian mother like/and they come back/coffee in 

hand/and laugh at their receptionist/and the scarf slips/from 

ears to shoulders/and I pull it taut/ 
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Vaughan Gunson 

The dream that labour knows  

after Robert Frost 

 

When spirit is reduced to a bar graph, and pictures  

of beauty suffice, and efficiencies of automation  

are boundlessly claimed, is it mad, then, to saw wood  

by hand, beneath the coiling branches of a grapevine  

in a summer sweat, while birds of various amplitudes  

sing out to each other, my better self, that I’ve found 

here, unexpectedly, next to a pile of broken timber  

collected yesterday from outside the pallet factory,  

where machines muffled by earmuffs still penetrate  

the minds of their operators, in control of the levers  

long since cut-off from themselves, and not now  

an extension of their limbs and hard-won skill,  

even for sawing by hand, able to feel the vibrations  

of steel teeth grinding against the grain of the matter,  

with a balance, a friction, that whispers, not in the grip  

of pleasure, but in the hold of happiness, worked on  

over an afternoon, and only halfway through the job  

of cutting irregular pieces of dry wood for winter’s  

distant warming – mad is it, such revelry? 

  



17 
 

Tracie Lark 

Stand on a limb 

 

On the wooden shelf 

Are many faces 

Black and white up top 

Sepia in the middle 

And colour on the bottom. 

None of these faces 

Look like me 

And I wonder why you chose 

To put all your loved ones 

In glass frames on a 

Wobbly, uneven stand. 

I feel I have more in common  

With the unbalanced shelves 

Than with the people in it 

And I see knots in the wood 

Of the stand that look like 

My mother and my father; 

I fear I may unbalance it 

But your trust is too strong 

And I feel grateful you so  

Openly accepted me in to  

Your home, your family.  

 

Written in Onerahi, 2018. 
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Wes Lee 

Dolls  

 

Your frustration inhabited the bones of your hands  

that became gloves that night, powerless against your  

fingers that longed to close so tight, in echoes of the  

child you were that has to learn how hard to press  

a mouse’s ear or run a finger along a kitten’s spine. 

I wanted you to behave in certain ways; I wanted  

to keep myself to myself, but still appease you in  

some way, which I learned was dreadfully wrong, 

you wouldn’t accept my doll-like pose; my knees tight,  

my ankles fast. I asked you to do it yourself but you  

wanted more than that, the more that was in your eyes  

if I could have seen them in the dark, if I had looked up  

I heard in your voice, your hoarse: but I don’t want to 

but I don’t want to. I lay listening for footfalls above,  

the neighbour’s breath, hoping to hear the scrape of  

furniture as I said quietly I’ll scream so loud  

after you had hissed I’ll strangle you if you move again. 

If you were an Action Man I would have bent your legs; 

stared at your raised scar just beneath your plastic cheek. 

I would have put you back in your box.  
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June Pitman 

Inside a 1960’s Cadbury’s chocolate box 

 

From a collection of faces mouldering away 

inside a water-marked and yellowed 

1960’s Cadbury’s chocolate box, 

her image      fell 

floating to the floor 

landing face-up at my feet!  Young, 

gorgeous in sepia tones 

this war-time fiance of softened face 

dark eyes wistful with love 

rests chin on folded hand.   A flower, 

hibiscus, artist-etched, anchors cascading curls. 

Seductive lips, full, slighty parted 

offer gravitas to ‘the one’ gone to war, 

willing him to return safely home.  Beautiful, 

this descendant of Paratene te Manu 

last Ngāpuhi cannibal king whose ta moko’d face 

once graced the table of a victorious Pākeha queen! 

 

Her rightful place is gracing a regal wall! 

Inside a 1960’s Cadbury’s Chocolate box, rarely seen? Aue!  



20 
 

Christel Jeffs 

Remember 

 
I sit with a woman scatter-brained, 

In stuffy warmth each day. 

Photographed faces surround me 

Trinkets and paintings smothering, 

The soup dribbling from my spoon. 

Careful! Remember! The woman says. 

The brew slides down my throat, drops flecking my chin. 

Messy, like Lily, she says.  

 

I take a photo to her. 

I hold my two sisters – Lily, Pam, 

wrapped in towels, 

heady with sweat and suntan. 

“Mum,” I say. “Remember?” 

She stares at me, not for long, but I see right in and  

know she is gone. 

I take back the photo. “Never mind.” 

The rapture has come and 

I am left behind. 
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Mercedes Webb-Pullman 

Water’s perfect memory 

 
Hatupatu  
 
plumes and ornaments 
fluttering in the breeze 
 
tumbling hair tied up in four clubs 
with bunches of gannet feathers 
 
loosened his hair 
wore a cloak of red feathers 
 
without clubs or feathers in his hair 
wore a cloak of flax 
 
fell as rain 
 
* * * 
 
thunder in rain clouds 
strength  
threatens 
 
* * * 
 
Tritanaechmes son of Artabazus 
with his eight hundred stallions 
sixteen thousand mares 
and so many Indian hounds 
it took four villages  
and sixteen cisterns 
to feed them 



22 
 

Shelley Arlidge 

Bright nothing 

 

A shoal of angel fish 

swims across 

the piano lid.  

 

No. 

It’s low evening light 

in a double ricochet 

off white underwings 

and shiny black wood 

off gulls 

gilded, glinting, gone.  
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Lola Elvy 

Sea-floors 

 

Darkness falls and we descend 

like waterfowl plunging downward 

to their small sea-floors 

 

Midnight has the eyes of an eagle 

watching earnestly 

you set the items on the table in the dark hours: 

bread and a side of fruit, red and glistening 

hovering over it, the touch of leaden hands 

 

I take your hand and try  

to offer consolation 

but my words are flowers, orchids 

elegant but wilting 

long before the owner wants 

your words are daffodils, silent 

when winter comes 

 

And this is what leads me to think of swans 

or geese or even egrets 

not my words or the fruit on the table 

but the look in your eyes 

swollen like dew drops on the blades of grass 

before the sun has time to warm them 

and in their pupils, a bird’s wings 

spread and ready to fly 

into a world of blue 



24 
 

Martin Porter 

1. Dreambird 

 

dares not wake from another dream 

into flight 

 

drinks from word of mouth 

grapevines 

 

struggles to remember some déjà vu 

predicting things past 

 

an ornithology 

a memory of air 

 

2. losslyricsummersing 

 

sparrowswiftsparrow on the banjo 

taut wires bringing the buzz 

the conversation of 

 

summersaulting swallowswoop 

and midgeyflight maggotleaf 

the knowing of 

 

conversation 

on the 

wires 
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Fall 

 

1. Bindweed in Rain 

 

Bindweed in rain still twines through grass 

with pale pink flowers decorated by raindrops 

 

2. Indeciduous 

 

It is not certain  

whether it is the moment 

to drop leaves, yellow. 

 

What if one should drop 

to a pond of water, still, 

all to no applause? 

 

Who is to announce 

in the noise of a town street 

that there are ripples? 

 

3. Hypericum gone over 

 

Green leaf and yellow dead head 

and dead, dead head, dead and dead 

and delicate yellow 
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Suzanne Takiwa 

Red bill 

 

My red billed buddy is here again 

The bossy one 

Treading the drunken mudflats 

Like summer grapes 

 

He don’t know he’s endangered 

He’s just doing his thing 

Shouting troubles out, struttin about  

Like Jagger – he got soul and rock n roll 

 

Overhead, partners in crime heckle 

Come on mate, quit your scratching  

Let’s ride these westerly highways 

Like we know we’re alive 

Go out with the sun in our eyes 
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Vivian Thonger 

Rain sonnet 

 

I'd happily write only a mystical paean  

to Hone Tuwhare, master poet of rain 

but then again my rain today is not the same  

as his, leached through a thousand  

mountains, milled down a million rivers  

raised up in vapour from two billion hectares  

of ocean, carried in cumulus 

swirled and ice-crystalled, flashed  

and thundered, cloud-descended  

over these green hills  

and emptied over me 

the drop at the end of my nose  

perhaps once drunk  

by the maestro himself in 1963. 
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Mike Gillard  

So deepens the night 

 

Gently the dusk darkens 

Pronouncing a hush to the lush day 

Away the sun seems to tuck itself 

Into the very horizon,  

hills lilting in a hum 

insect song sung as night deepens 

Depths descend again into darkness 

And day is now the dream 

Seamlessly stars stray all the way 

Along the sky, high and mighty mammoths of light 

Broadcasting free at last, 

their transmissions 

But where are the star-readers to relay 

All that the light-bearers can say? 

Weren't they burnt on the back pages of yesterday’s fires? 

A dire portent falls across the page 

painted in stars 

Mars marked in Red 

And what is said 

Falls deaf on me. 

Tree line silhouette silently 

reminding me, to release 

The breath I am holding 

Hoping that I could be somehow else. 
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Malcolm Ford   

There was a time 

 

There was a time; 
There was a time: 

A time ticked in decline 

When a crocodile of tears 

Choked the slender neck  

Of the twisted hour-glass: 

Broke the glass; 

And the clock struck one 

And the old man sighed. 

 

There was a time; 

There was a time: 

When the stars winked 

Heaven’s secrets 

And the constellations flicked 

Through diamond rosaries. 

Do you think the time has come 

When you can’t compute the sum? 

When your tangled mind unravels 

All undone? 

 

Do you think the day is over 

When the sun is waning cooler; 

When the moon slides out of focus 

Without a sound or fuss: Do you think the time is over 

Then for us? 



30 
 

The flower 

 

O what a joy to human sensibility 

And flying insects longevity 

Is this lovely garden flower; 

Radiant in its sunlight hours; 

Yet shades its colours through the night, 

Sharing its beauty to the eye, 

And to the bees and butterflies. 

As well, its fragrant scents escape 

The unfolding petalled wings 

To tease olfactory sensorings. 

O what a joy a joy to human sensibility 

Is every lovely garden flower. 
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Margaret Northey 

The first wave 

 

My mokopuna – 

How did I never know 

How much I wanted you? 

 

Symbol of hope – 

Embarking on a life 

in the warm embrace 

of this whānau. 

 

There was… 

… a blank screen – 

which you kickstarted 

with your tremulous heartbeat. 

Grainy images of you 

I pieced together. 

And quite simply 

I will never forget 

that first wave. 
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Lyndsay Campbell 

On reading Thich Nhat Hanh  

 

A little girl is skipping along the path  

and we breathe for our ancestors, 

their talents, their gifts, their foibles 

expressed in these bodies, hers and mine, 

we know them through ourselves, 

and welcome them home. 

Today they gather in my granddaughter’s face 

from times long passed, cultures around the globe, 

her Irish grandmother, 

whom I have never met, no longer in this world, 

but smiles behind those blue, blue eyes, 

while infectious laughter bubbles. 

Great, great and even greater grand-parents, aunts and uncles 

all shine in that dancing light, that wild energy, that joy, 

a little girl skipping along the path. 
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Olivia Macassey 

I eat the culture of my father’s mother’s father 

 

His last words were in his mother tongue many people had never 

heard this before. 

 

He came to this place in a boat the other children also in darkness 

that took weeks and weeks they say his parents never ever  

learned english they lived “out” somewhere and he would ride  

over to visit them when he could he got a wife by threatening to  

shoot himself but any line works on someone who wants it to and  

by all accounts they were happy; I like to tell the story. 

 

His daughter died before I was born I never ate anything prepared 

by her hand. 

 

I go to the places from where I believe he came I go to these  

places and imagine I cannot speak the words of his and their  

language are the apple lodged inside the toffee open my mouth  

and a few stray dogs come out to feed them I buy food from  

street vendors in the gutter and eat I eat and eat I don’t know  

what the things are that are becoming me; I devour my own tale. 

 

I sit in an aeroplane hoarding the stray words under my tongue  

like stones and the memory of everyone looking like me I allow  

my body to hold another geography in my bones you say I have  

no culture there is no such thing as that people ask me where I’m  

from and it is here but the long hours in darkness the basket in  

the gutter the soldiers in the road murmuring quietly beneath  

unpronounceable trees a quiet sky falling over everyone they  

leave one by one I grasp their legend it is loaves of bread and salt;  

weeping, they disappear into my mouth. 

(first published in Otoliths 51) 
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Lynda King 

Ashes 

 

I love the pungent smell of dampened earth drying in the sun 

I’ll sit awhile amongst the forest floor 

Although you can’t see me 

Please don’t forget I’m here or sweep me away with your 

steel-capped boots 

Just because you can’t see me. 

As I look towards a beam of light, piercing through the trees, 

dipping leaves in silver 

To scatter over me 

You can’t see me for I am here yet not here 

What is here is love, and love is unseen. 
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Audrey Lappin 

Time 

 

My nephew stands in the door 

I see my grandfather 

My daughter paints at school 

She paints from a photo of my father 

Her friends see her brother 

My grandson draws from imagination 

Same small creatures mum put on letters 

Past is gone is it? 
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Briar Wood 

Tamariki in a tītoki 

 

Ropeswings out over the road,  

Laughter, song, argument, 

 

argument, laughter, song 

and so on and on. Whānau  

 

haukainga are at home with a tītoki  

growing up and out by the postbox. 

 

Pressed oil from the aril  

mixed with scented flowers  

 

is the scent of rangatiratanga,  

healing ears and skin wounds. 

 

The word itself is pure liqueur. 

Also effective as insect repellent. 

 

Kereru search for the fruit. 

Lithe light red grained  

 

supple wood makes strong  

wheels, toki and tool handles.  

 

Tyreswings twist in the slipstream 

of tamariki hurried home for kai. 
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Veronica Cleary 

Still uncool 

 

Still prone to 

jump the gun 

fly in all directions 

to the wild blue 

 

plunder 

 

be sidetracked 

by backchat, claptrap 

& baccarat 

 

be bleedingheart 

over quark 

& pi-meson 

 

messing around 

ready 

to be unsteady 

(it’s catching) 

 

unstill 

uncool 

about U 
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Jac Jenkins 

Eye catching 

 

She bears my double-chocolate skinny mochaccino 

on a silver tray; wears a cross  

on a chain, a bold tattoo 

and a short taut red skirt   

working a sashay      slurring the beat 

riding low on her hips.  

  

She inhales attention like a long cool drag  

on a cigarette; flicks a glint  

my way, a quick wink  

from the new-look blue rock  

thumbing the sunshine      drawing the heat 

hitching a ride in her belly button. 
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Lincoln Jaques 

Last orders 

 

I sit in a room painted white 

except for one wall at the end 

in a striking mauve 

 

against the mauve sit yellow daffodils 

in a glass vase the stems cut too short 

the poor things hanging on for dear life 

to the blunt edge 

 

there is a fireplace that needs sweeping 

a mantle above holds a collection 

of photographs framed and unframed 

not in any particular order 

 

there are candles that are burnt down and some 

still with their unlit waxed wicks sticking out 

 

a woman sits on a couch and flicks through 

a copy of Cleo while two comfortable spaces away 

a man smokes a cigarette like 

a jazz player on the sleeve of an old 78 rpm  

and although there is an unspoken connection  

neither talk or make eye contact 

she reaches the final pages of Cleo 

he stares blankly at the daffodils and mauve 

the ash growing longer on the cigarette. 
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Narine Groome 

A  city sleeps 

 

Beyond the window, a sprawling giant slumbers.  

The heart of the beast rests; slows to a pulsing throb. 

All lies quiet: the moon’s a sickle of light in darkened sky. 

Human ants have, in the main, scuttled to their nests 

to replenish  refurbish  face the day anew. 

 

A collective sigh floats on the air.  

Frustrations and problems lie dormant, quiescent,  

lost in a blanket of sleep: move through strange dreams. 

Shadows of houses jostle in the pale smile of the moon. 

An errant light blinks in the distance, red, winking. 

 

The scream of an ambulance pierces the silence.  

Someone shouts obscenities as he staggers home 

in a drug-induced frenzy, his crass protestations  

threatening harm and vengeance to all. 

His voice fades into the distance. 

 

Morning breaks. The beast stirs, doors clatter, voices call, 

motors hum, a stream of living moving frantic activity begins. 

Like so many ants emerging from a nest, 

people stream  about their business;  

the giant stretches and awakens from slumber.  
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Michael Botur 

Coulda said 

 

Coulda said that he wore the same clothes seven grey 

weekdays in a row, 

the 80s polar fleece, pilled, no elbows, flogged from the dollar 

box outside the Salvo’s. 

Coulda notified that his penchant for uppercuts kept trippin 

him up, 

that he gave his high school principal a new setta dentals 

Coulda said he laid tarmac with a chaingang every Friday 

for his PD. Didn’t even know what them two letters stood 

for,  

just somethin the judge said he had to do with the crust of the 

dregs. 

Coulda mentioned he’s on perpetual detention, 

That every clown who can speak English good’s gotta be a 

teacher out to get him, 

so he throws right hooks like confetti 

to keep the future outta his face.  

 

And he coulda warned us of his stiff driftwood limbs, 

His cliff chin, bleached afro 

his boxer’s posture stiff as a statue. 

The police scanner in the hatchback rego’d to his nana 

its chipped bonnet the raw snout of an angry Staffy 

cross. 

He just come on the course for some free gumboots, 

Red Bands,  

the good ones and a cuppa tea and to bum a rollie 
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coz dole day’s years away, it’s the light on overcast 

Thursdays.  

 

Coulda said it all when he enrolled.  

Instead we let him write himself off, 

watched a bad day’s dad-dissed stiff bitten fingertips chrysalis 

into a fist,  

emerge as a kinghit, sugary instant coffee spilled and a narc 

knocked on its back,  

called 111, filed Form A1, ticked the right box, got it stamped, 

signed, and filed 

and on the same form applied for Post-It notes and white-out  

and had him in the outbox by knock-off.  
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Andi Podesta 

If I worked at Hooters 

 

I’d be surrounded by would be suitors 

They’d look at me not their computers 

Of course the lighting would have to be a bit dimmer 

And me perhaps a bit thinner 

But I know I’d be on a winner 

If I worked at Hooters 

 

I’d talk with an American twang 

No more of this kiwi slang 

And it’ll all be part of the plan 

If I worked at Hooters 

 

I’d get a free feed every night 

And maybe a couple of pints  

My waistband might remain a bit tight 

Working at Hooters 

 

But then I’m missing some vital credentials 

Like double D potential 

But waitressing – not instrumental 

Unless … you work at Hooters 

 

Instead I’m with a bloke that calls me honey 

Loads of time, little money 

Life for me mostly sunny 

Who needs Hooters. 
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Aidan-Barrett Howard 

The broken tree 

 

Where are my ancient Albertlanders 

now, not lost in the Huarau hills, 

nor beneath the broken Pararoa gables, 

but in the ramified channels of time, 

as the great-great-greats have watered you 

down to a fable. 

From the Pahi post office, 

where you were once mistress, 

you could have thrown a stone 

to your Whakapirau sister, 

but it still took a penny for your last letter. 

All that I can do is imagine, 

see you in the settler’s struggle, 

builder of nations, 

discreet, unwhispered name of the Legend. 

You are not there in the books 

but the odd electoral roll, 

or the press clipping: “Wanted for murder”, 

drowning the latest offspring 

of your degenerate daughter 

in the cold reeds of her Batley homestead. 

Fortunate that you should break the wrong branch! 
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Grahame Maclean 

Question mark 

 

If someone gave you a perfect world 

of days and nights, cartwheeling stars 

and balanced earth of wind and fire 

and rain and clockwork sun, 

that grew your house – 

and fed you to contentment’s edge; 

would you try to reach another? 

 

If you watched a breathless dawn bleed light  

on clouding tears in silhouette, 

through high trees twisted fingers reaching 

out to touch the morning air, 

that woke the world – 

and was, the light of all your days; 

would you want to spoil it? 

 

If someone gave you a different world, 

awash with governmental spin 

that sailed on plastic dying seas and 

forest plagues and melting ice 

that euthanized the seasons’ heart – 

and dimed the light, of all your days; 

would you want to save it? 
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Fran Lawrence 

Survivors 

 

Coming in from the hills on the day of muster 

She slipped away. A scraggy old nanny 

Chin whiskered, pot-bellied, she dodged dogs 

And logging trucks leaping across the road 

To take refuge by the river. 

 

I saw her each morning from my kitchen window 

Ghostly in the mist, sentinel on the river bank, 

Scanning the hills for her vanished family. 

No more kids for her, this 

Lone survivor with no way home. 

 

In winter the sky purpled like a bruise, and the winds 

Cracked their cheeks – I cowered in the darkness cursing the 

storm. 

Morning revealed water where paddocks had been, 

And the white shape perched on the debris of the flood, 

Still standing against all odds. 

 

Spring dances in bringing green veils, 

Cloaking naked trees in kindness. 

She crosses the paddock, we meet on the driveway 

Survivor and survivor. She eyes me cautiously 

Then accepts the grain offered from a friendly hand. 
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Natascha Rodenburg 

Landscape / Landschap 

(A series of 7 paintings) 

 

treeroots washed 

remnants left their story 

 

paperprint 

delicate 

fixated 

workeable 

colour 

subtle contrast 

landscape of forgotten worlds 

 

boomwortels gewassen 

overblijfselen lieten hun verhaal achter 

 

papierafdruk 

delikaat 

gefixeerd 

werkbaar 

kleur 

subtiel contrast 

landschap van vergeten werelden 
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John Geraets 

Riverspell i 

 

 

A voice. Before the small 

noisy outboards, smoother 

than the birds that avoid it, 

the kayak glides with oars 

evenly striking the salted 

water. White slick sheds 

gloom. 

 

Mist or fog? Needless, 

whatever sits heavily or 

redolent on the river, 

ebbing tide. Buildings and 

sheds opposite, masts 

pressed between, otherwise 

gleaming. Yesterday, at the 

low tide-line, an 

oystercatcher has a third of 

its beak caked in brown 

mud. Today, here and 

there, pied stilts, dainty. 

Everything nailed to 

nothing, near the 

playhouse. 

 

 

The catamaran ‘Mango’. 

‘Moon’ is moored outside 

the Riverside booking 

office. Further along the 

esplanade I come across 

the refurbished schooner 

Neorion. Squally showers, 

walkers brightly attired. 

The boats, sporting exotic 

names, country flags 

draped from their masts. 

 

Yesterday the white clover 

on the pathside. This 

morning blustery. Does 

the wind or do the birds 

draw lines – or scribble? 

Falling and straightening, 

the gulls especially seem to 

relish unevenness. 

Swallows, sparrows singly 

or in groups, stroke briefer 

dashes, or blackbirds and a 

lettered worm caught in a 

thrush’s beak; remote 

herons, ducks at the 

tideline with their heads 

tucked back onto their 

backs, a paradise pair stay 

close on the field where 

the sculpture fair was held. 

Voider. 
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Up before six, the moon 

unzipping the sky from left 

to right. I look over, across 

the Coronations, a mere 

silhouette. Language 

doesn’t recover its 

impetus. Nothing flows 

untroubled, no river, no 

word, no syllable. 

 

Two years it takes for the 

tide to come in. A duck 

turns over a pebble at the 

edge of the river. On the 

grass near the pedestrian 

bridge gather groups of 

gulls and black 

oystercatchers. Two terns 

position on two thick half-

immersed poles; jagging 

swallows, a heron, pūkekos 

whose legs drag in flight 

above the reclaimed land. 

Existence suffices nix, 

things cared for slip 

through its fingers. 

Moon walks over water. I 

walk over the Hatea River. 

The water is left circling 

where the tern has fallen to 

make its kill. The sun 

spreads through the 

pōhutukawa branches, 

comprising more space 

than matter. Why do I 

want to touch what I see 

with my fingers? 

 

The dredge barge pulls 

upriver. The river is re-

hollowed. Thrush alarming 

itself on top of the vertical 

walkway lamp, such song! 
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Philip Muir 

Wekaweka 

 

Rivulet trickles down the nape only briefly exposed 

One does not simply remove the hood to scratch, without 

consequences 

When the cold rains drive in sheets, obscuring all but the next 

muddy divot 

The valley walls echoes the will of those who come to tame 

this savage land. 

 

Distance; an abstract concept until one attempts the traverse 

Time and tide wait for no one, as remoteness builds a barrier 

barely breached 

Worthy neither of complaint or untrammelled glorification 

Isolation; not empty, not lonely, not convenient, maybe 

forgotten but alive. 

 

The pothole lies ready, waiting to subdue fragile nerves 

Flanked by five deeper, more sinister comrades 

Swerve, brake; a pyrrhic victory rendered redundant by the 

infantry head 

Tortured suspension expresses its pain to every living cell. 

 

This is home to those who revel in inclement seclusion 

To wake each day to greet the valley walls 

That reply in kind, from blackberry-draped slopes 

“You belong”; while the task at hand nags incessantly.  
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Robert Davis 

A morning of nothing 

Nothing nothings: Heidegger 
 

That morning, a desultory kind of nothing hung about, not 

committed in any substantial way to some desperate 

philosopher’s Nothing – you know – that busy, driven sort  

of nothing that nothings away doggedly, frantically  

resisting the looming Something. No, the sort of nothing  

we had that morning let an atom of slackitude in to stir  

the lace curtains of the void as it were, as if to discretely 

punctuate itself with certain signs; the cat in the  

courtyard, tongue stuck out stupidly while pausing its  

wash in the sun, the zombie café owner, complacent at  

his counter, scratching his armpit, licking his lips while 

thinking of brains, but only apparently so, because  

zombies neither feel nor think. A stirring in the street  

outside, a shuffling pigeon-toed passer-by hitches his  

trousers, chomps his gum, and I carelessly dribble coffee 

down the side of my cup. Style had no purchase there – 

although the fingers of a passing breeze did briefly caress  

the great leaves of the banana palm. The cat, the zombie,  

and I shared a complicit glance and I left with a sense of 

immense effort, as if wading through thick soup, myself  

an ingredient.  
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Berlin, New Year’s Eve, 1969  
 

Under the maze of stars, the fatal idea can tart itself  

up and inveigle, hypnotise with flattery, mimic a shot  

of schnapps or a diamond; remember the mummified  

pigeon you found entombed in its nest and dirt in  

the cupboard under the window, outside, the coldest  

winter for a hundred years, your steps crushed a  

million unique snowflakes on the walk to the  

Bratwurstbude with the girl in the fur-lined hood, like  

a Russian princess but more tragic because she shared 

the insanity, the brittle dream, the one you left behind  

as dicey but which she tempered at the barricades and  

made her sign to follow off the edge of a lamentably  

flat earth, and together you return with kindling to  

relight the oven, and revising tomorrow’s dreams you  

warm the sheets and roll a joint, while she, pensive,  

wraps the pigeon for cremation in newspaper, kneels  

at the oven door, and passes it to the flames. 
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Greg Shaw 

The toss of the cancer dice 

 

Race nor wealth makes no difference  

To the roll of the dice 

The devil’s toss has an evil spin 

Bouncing left and right across the skin 

Where will it land, what number will it show? 

Or by some miracle, balance precariously  

On one of 8 polished points? 

Or perhaps one of 12 edges? 

 

The many punters place their bets 

Cigarettes in hand, ice and whisky clink 

No luck this time, maybe next drink 

The silent majority think it’s 1 in 6 

But did you know it’s 1 in 26? 

Perhaps Einstein would have thought of that 

But was he a gambler or just number cruncher 

Even he couldn’t have guessed his number 

 

Brain numbed by the smoke and the haze 

Stabbing pains, nothing’s in phase 

Will I awake from this sweated slumber 

And hope the devil ain’t got my number? 
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Steve Herbert 

Gaudeamus Igitur – a rondeau redouble 

 

I’m growing old it seems; the stairs are steeper; 
I’ll take the elevator if I may. 
My doctor says it’s time I had a beeper; 
my hair is turning fifty shades of grey. 
 
When I was young, I’d join each wild foray –  
I’d never be a layabout or sleeper. 
But now I cannot dance the night away. 
I’m growing old, it seems; the stairs are steeper. 
 
Each girl I met, well, off her feet I’d sweep her, 
but now my bones all creak as they decay. 
I used to be a limber, light-foot leaper – 
I'll take the elevator if I may. 
 
A lassie helped me cross the street today, 
but ran off when I asked if I could keep her. 
I only needed help to find my way; 
my doctor says it’s time I had a beeper. 
 
I have a card so I can buy things cheaper, 
a bus-pass if I need to get away, 
but oh, the hole I’m in is sinking deeper! 
My hair is turning fifty shades of grey. 
 
This life no longer is a cabaret, 
and though I’ve never been that kind of weeper, 
it’s growing nearer to my Judgement Day. 
I’ll have to fight him off, that grim old Reaper – 
I’m growing old, it seems...  
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D’Bruce 

I imagine I could paint           

 

I imagine I could paint, as artists paint, 

And place, on canvas, a scene. 

To paint a picture, so full of life, 

And create an artist’s dream. 

 

There are pastels and tints, which I would use, 

And paint a landscape, wide to view, 

But I have neither easel, pallet nor paint, 

No pictures stream from my idle hand. 

 

Portraits and landscapes, or still life with shape, 

I see scenes of beauty, and others just quaint. 

I draw with just a page of life on my canvas, 

Some verse as colour, and words as paint. 

 

My mind sees colour, image and space, 

Undrawn by brush, or my hand, but then, 

Formed with words, of verse and rhyme, 

Which fall, as paint, from this quill of mine.  
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Rob Burt 

In the dream 

 

In the dream ancient walls 

crumble, fragments, waves 

melt, silky sands swallow 

naked feet. 

 

In the dream vacant spaces, 

windows gaze down on 

silent streets where roam 

long-gone ghosts 

 

In the dream I fled down empty 

ways, shredded walls, sagging 

doors, an endless quest for what 

it is that cannot be found. 

 

In the dream a simmering 

stream lapping as if a kindly 

cat, before hell breaks forth 

its unseen torrents of fury 

        

In the dream awash with unearthly 

glow, a forlorn moon, I 

meander in my madness 

for what I know not. 
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Michael Giacon 

Moon of love 

 

Under the moon of love, I shimmy  

on silver over waves, flirt with light,  

hang with cloud, under the moon of love.  

Under the cloud of the moon of love, rain  

shower blessing my lunatic stroll.  

In every way guided by stars, under  

the moon cloud of love. 

 

Shine on the man I am  

in this moon, reflect on the heart  

of my inner space. Show me the night 

shadow my day, shine on the man  

in the moon of love.  

 

You marvellous moon, I’m making  

all your promises. Luminous moon, promise  

me, promise you moon of love. 
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Geraldine Craw 

You and I 

 

A silent breeze 

Hardly stirs a leaf 

Gently whispers past my head. 

And moves on to finger the toi tois. 

But it doesn’t kiss the water with playful ripples. 

Silence, silence, 

We sit by the waterfall 

You and I. 

You study the holes in the rock 

Made by the kauri men of old, 

I listen to the music 

Of water, tumbling, tumbling, tumbling, 

Down old rocks, 

Until we are pushed back to the ATV 

By a sweeping shower of rain. 
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Jack McKerchar 

Does this poem have a dog in it 

 

this is not unrequited love 

it marches searching for blood 

spears at the ready to pierce 

chest and mouth cavities creating 

deaths by as few cuts as necessary 

to disable by a single sword slash 

but 

everything i say will be used 

against me 

as i march away from deepening 

wells of darkness 

into which  

sun and moon cannot 

penetrate 

yet there are no words shared 

from mouths  

unsaid by eye 

denial by ignore 

explanations not sought or given 

fears remaining hidden 

rejection  
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Joanne Tasker  

What it is like to talk to you 

 

it is like you are holding a gun 

and I am holding a gun too 

only mine isn’t loaded 

and I’ve never been good at bluffing. 
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Sarah Angus 

I’ve got to go       

 

I’ve got to go. 

 

I really don’t, 

but I don’t want to stay. 

I’m distracted by my own thoughts, 

and I don’t want to enter your world too deeply. 

 

I might get lost 

in the labyrinth of your emotions, 

and my own are confusing enough. 

 

I’ve got to go, but I’ll stay in touch. 

Only at arm’s length, you understand. 

I have to protect the heart of my little world, 

that I orbit trying 

to make sense of what I see, and what I hear, 

but I don’t, and it doesn’t. 

 

I nod and smile. It was nice to meet you. 

 

But it wasn’t. Nice isn’t the right word, 

but my mind lazily picks the beige description. 

 

It was interesting, challenging of my previous perception, 

thought provoking, heart breaking, moving... 

Sorry, I’ve got to go. 
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Ashlee-Ann Sneller 

#475  ‘It is the people, the people, the people’  

 

I am on a train when I find out.  

 

Body a shapeshifter  

Flowing into bottomless cavern  

My fingers modern-day tentacles –   

Flicking through Facebook memories  

I swallow them whole, let them  

Sink past skin and into a heart   

Beating too fast  

 

Throat so tight and yet I am somehow  

Swallowing my own grief; alien 

At home I feel like an invader – cavern walls widening 

My teeth are sinking into our old messages 

Dissecting each word and rolling the poem  

We made together over my tongue and letting it  

Settle there.  

  

It is the first time I have been back to Kaitaia since 

Since the Protection Order; but that is a poem for 

Another time – maybe I will always be an alien  
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Trapped in human skin; at the tangi I am all boneless  

Legs and shiny eyes – I store each waiata inside me 

The voices echo, each echo showing this cavern is not   

Bottomless; just painfully deep.  

  

Each voice is a small light I follow until I reach  

His mother whose heart is a helium balloon  

That lifts me effortlessly – It is in the sun surrounded  

By mountains that I realise I am still human;  

But it is the whānau who show me  

He will always be  

Here.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This poem is dedicated to Kereta Tatana. Thank you for pushing 

me, supporting my poetry and being so completely full of life. Rest 

easy my friend. 
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Vaughan Rapatahana 

Ki te tūāraki 

 

e mahara ana ahau te rohe o tai tokerau 

e mahara ahau nga rākau matomato  

e mahara ahau ngā manu rōreka 

e mahara ahau te rangi kikorangi 

me ngā tuaone ki te onepū kōura  

e mahara ahau ki ēnei mea. 

 

engari, 

te nuinga o ngā mea katoa  

e mahara ana ahau 

te karera  

te karera 

te karera 

o tau mata, 

 

       ki te takoto koe ki a au  

i runga i te moenga ruwha tā māua 

   

i he ra wera rawa 

 

         tūāraki.       

     te 

ki  
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Waitangi, 2017 

[he waka eke noa] 
 
as sunrise sulks  
                        behind sentry clouds 
refusing to grant us grace, 
we traipse telluric 
that scurfy scrub,  
enduring     h  e  r  e      &       t  h  e  r  e,   
like scabrous cur 
too stubborn to die. 
 
the karanga guitar solo 
sustained ethereal, 
is a cascade escalier 
we strive to scale 
in our unkempt scansion. 
 
inside - 
amid a versicolour cohort –  
we koha 
all cowed & bowed 
in deference, 
to scrawled sigils 
& the faded tohu 
inveigled      s o     m a n y      d e c a d e s       ago, 
 
while karakia 
bestow almighty  
hongi to this day. 
 
[he waka eke noa – Māori – we are all in this together] 
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Contributors 
 

Sarah Angus lives in Kerikeri in the Bay of Islands. She sees being 

able to share creativity as a great treasure at any stage of life’s 

journey. 

Shelley Arlidge lives in Kororāreka-Russell where she is editor of 

the community newspaper Russell Lights and a volunteer ambulance 

officer. She also writes poetry and is looking for another job with 

an income. 

Julia Barber is of Kohatu-taka and Te Ihutai Hapū , both of 

Hokianga.  After years away from Moerewa, her place of birth and 

childhood, for now Julia is back where she began ...and is writing.  

Michael Botur of Whangārei is the author of several short story 

collections. Mike’s day job is writer; his night job is writer. 

Rob Burt: Last year was the year for wobbly health. Writing was a 

challenge but the clouds have receded and Tai Tokerau’s sun is gold 

and beckoning. 

Lyndsay Campbell enjoys the way writing poetry allows her to 

play around with words, metaphors and imagery to convey a deeply 

felt feeling or experience. 

Veronica Cleary: Born and bred, Whangārei, Ngunguru.  Went to 

university in Auckland, lived, worked, had family, travelled to 

Indonesia, UK, and Europe. Back “home” at Onerahi, 2004.  Roots 

are Scots, Irish, English and Dalmation. 

Geraldine Craw lives on a beef and sheep farm in the middle of 

Northland. She has written two children’s novels and is working on 

a young adult fantasy trilogy, and also paints post pop art 

landscapes. 

Robert Davis lives in Whangārei where he went to school many 

years ago. 

D’Bruce is a boat builder, poet, photographer and writer. 
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Daphne de Jong was born in Dargaville, lived in other places, and 

returned to the North for thirty or so years; now lives on the 

Hibiscus Coast. She has been a writer all her life. 

Murray Edmond lives in Auckland; author of 15 books of poetry, 

latest, Back Before You Know, from Compound Press, April 2019. 

Editor of on-line journal Ka Mate Ka Ora: a New Zealand journal of 

poetry and poetics, www.nzepc.auckland.ac.nz/kmko/  

Lola Elvy dabbles in music, poetry, and other forms of creative 

fiction and nonfiction, and co-edits the online youth journal fingers 

comma toes. She is seventeen years old, currently in Germany; more 

of her work can be found at lolaelvy.wordpress.com.   

Arthur Fairley of Whangārei is a shareholder/director of PurePac 

Poetry Ltd: “if it’s not pure, it’s not poetry”. 

Malcolm Ford: Over the past 30yrs I have contributed poems and 

articles to religious (Christian) and other magazines. I am also an 

artist working in quasi-mechanical sculptures, and have been well 

exhibited throughout NZ. 

John Geraets is a poet, critic, and editor who lives in Whangārei. 

He edited Brief magazine in the early 2000s and was special editor of 

the ‘New Writing: 1975-2000’ issue of JNZL (2016). His selected 

writing Everything’s Something in Place (Titus Books) appeared in 2019. 

Michael Giacon has been coming north to Matapōuri for many 

years, bewitched, inspired by the coast and the bay.  

Mike Gillard has been following his gypsy soul, but the birth of his 

son nine years ago has kept him grounded in Whangārei. He thinks 

falling in love is an idea to be encouraged, and finds speaking of 

himself in the third person unnerving. 

Narine Groome: A resident of Northland for all of my days, in 

Whangārei and at a dairy farm at Mamaranui. I have two children’s 

books (in verse) published, Wheelbarrow Wilbur, and Whisker the Kiwi 

Chick, and also write plays and short stories. 

Vaughan Gunson had fallen off the poetry horse, is considering 

getting back on. He lives in Hikurangi and goes fishing. 

http://www.nzepc.auckland.ac.nz/kmko/
http://lolaelvy.wordpress.com/
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Steve Herbert was born and raised in Northland (Okaihau). He is 

trying to ease the transition from teaching into retirement by 

writing poetry. 

Aidan-Barrett Howard: My great-great-grandparents, the 

Bridgefords and Specks, arrived in the 1870s and were resident 

from Maungaturoto to Huarau, ‘Newmarket’ (train driver), Paparoa 

(schoolteacher), Pahi (postmistress), Whakapirau, and Batley. 

Lincoln Jaques was born in the UK but grew up in Auckland. He 

holds a Master of Creative Writing from AUT, and his work has 

appeared in PNZ, JAAM, Southern Ocean Review, Spin, Fresh, Shot 

Glass Journal (US), and Poetry New Zealand Yearbook.  

Christel Jeffs is an editor, blogger, published author and poet. 

Northland serves as the backdrop to her debut novel, The 

Gumdigger’s Wife.  

Jac Jenkins writes poetry and short prose. She lives a generally 

quiet rural life, writing and farming, with her partner in the Far 

North. 

Lynda King: I am a registered nurse/midwife and have always 

been interested in writing, and poetry in particular. I live on the 

shores of Whangārei Harbour, and am married with two grown 

children and five grandchildren. 

Audrey Lappin: I grew up on shore, kept moving north, and now 

live at One Tree Point, retired. 

Tracie Lark aka The Literary Gangster writes short stories and 

poetic musings. She was a finalist in the Solo Monologue 

Competition. Her work has been produced by ABC radio, and 

performed at the Melbourne Fringe Festival.   

Fran Lawrence arrived in New Zealand in 2011 and is new to 

poetry. 

Wes Lee lived in Northland in the early ’90s. She currently lives in 

Paekākāriki on the Kāpiti Coast. She has been published widely, in 

NZ, UK, Australia, and has won a number of awards for her 

writing. 
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Olivia Macassey is a poet and editor who lives in Northland. Her 

poems have appeared in various publications, and her website is 

www.macassey.com.  

Grahame Maclean is a theatrical and television composer and 

conductor who worked for the BBC and film companies in UK, 

Europe, and US. He lives in Whangārei and writes poetry, short 

stories, and plays, which have been published in UK and Australia. 

Jack McKerchar: Northland remains in my soul although I am 

somewhere else. 

Philip Muir was born in South Hokianga, attended primary school 

at Opononi while living near the top of the Wekaweka Valley, and 

later lived in the Dargaville area. He now works as a lawyer in 

Auckland and contributes regularly at Poetry Live events. 

Piet Nieuwland has poems and flash fiction published in 

numerous international print and online journals. His website is 

https://pietnieuwland.simplesite.com/ 

Heidi North is an award-winning writer, published in NZ and 

internationally, and has an MA in Creative Writing (UoA). She grew 

up in Whangārei Heads, and much of her writing draws on that 

sense of place. Her second poetry collection is forthcoming in 2019. 

Margaret Northey is a grandmother and secondary school English 

teacher of Whangārei. 

Denise O’Hagan originates from Northland.  She has an MCW 

from AUT.  She writes poetry and fiction and has poems published 

in various anthologies including the NZ Poetry Society Anthology, Fresh 

Ink, and Fast Fibres Poetry Five. 

June Pitman is of Ngāpuhi, Ngāti Wai, Ngāti Pūkenga and Ngāti 

Maniapoto descent, was brought up on the shores of the Whangārei 

harbour at Tamaterau, and now lives in the Far North at Takou 

Bay. A singer/songwriter, she is author of childrens’ books 

Tāwhirimātea: A Song for Matariki, and Kia Ora: You can be a Kiwi too! 

Andi Podesta is a poet, playwright, and mother who lives in 

Whangārei. 

https://pietnieuwland.simplesite.com/
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Martin Porter, born in Jersey C.I., studied Astrophysics in the 

U.K., sojourned in Whangārei, writes poetry and flash fiction. He is 

a Pushcart- and Best of the Net-nominated writer, and a committee 

member for the NZ National Flash Fiction Competition. 

Vaughan Rapatahana commutes between Hong Kong SAR, the 

Philippines, and Aotearoa New Zealand. He is widely published 

across several genre in both his main languages, te reo Māori and 

English. 

Aaron Robertson is a writer and translator living in Hikurangi. His 

poems have previously appeared in Poetry NZ, Takahē, Otoliths, and 

Snorkel. 

Natascha Rodenburg is a Dutch/New Zealand artist of Dutch, 

German and Slovenian descendant. She uses poetic explorations in 

relation to her two- and three-dimensional visual work. Her website 

is www.natascharodenburg.com.  

Ila Selwyn has a Masters of Creative Writing, has published a 

couple of poetry collections, Two Sisters and Dancing with Dragons, 

and prefers the broken-down-bach at Tutukaka to the new one with 

mod-cons. She’s a bit odd as no-one else does.  

Greg Shaw: In my early childhood we spent countless Christmas 

holidays at Spirits Bay, Matauri Bay and other fantastic beaches. I 

am currently renovating my beach house at Matapōuri, so that I can 

retire there shortly. Living the dream. 

Karen Sidney (Rongomaiwahine, Te Aitanga a Mahaaki, 

Rongwhakaata) has a background in film producing and 

scriptwriting. She has lived in Northland since the early 2000s, as 

her partner and stepsons (Ngāpuhi, Ngāti Whātua) hail from here.   

Ashlee-Ann Sneller is a 24 year old who grew up in Kaitaia. She 

tends to write in her sleep, wakes occasionally to find herself 

published in places like Turbine, Re-Draft, Poetry Box, and Northland 

Age, and was shortlisted for the Divine Muses Poetry Award.     
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Mandy Sunlight is a Whangārei-based kairaranga (weaver) and 

teacher. “Born UK 1955, resided in NZ since 1958. Lived in 

Hokianga for 25 years … I have a vivid memory as a nine year old 

of watching a blind kuia weave”. 

Suzanne Takiwa works in communications; she likes to tell 

stories.  She finds it difficult to concentrate on her creative writing 

projects, but has attempted a few poems since moving North.   

Joanne Tasker is 23 years old. She graduated with a Bachelor of 

Laws in 2018, the same year that saw her first poem accepted for 

publication in Mayhem literary journal.  

Anne-Marie Te Whiu was born and raised in Australia and is a 

proud descendant of the Te Rarawa tribe in Northland. She is a 

cultural producer, co-directed the Queensland Poetry Festival, and 

co-edits Solid Air, an Australian & NZ spoken word anthology. 

Loren Thomas spent the first 18 years of her life living in 

Northland. She has previously been published in Starling, Poetry New 

Zealand, Mayhem, Brief, and Ia.  

Vivian Thonger is a Kerikeri poet, writer, percussionist and actor. 

She performs with Northland’s Poetry Posse, and at Whangārei’s 

open-mic Dirty Word evenings. In March 2019 she was in-house 

poet for CollaboratioNZ, a biennial international art event. 

Mercedes Webb-Pullman holds an IIML Victoria MA in Creative 

Writing 2011. Born in Kaitaia, she now lives in Hawke’s Bay.  

Briar Wood grew up in South Auckland, Aotearoa New Zealand. 

Her 2017 collection Rāwāhi (Anahera Press) is focussed through a 

return to Northland Places where her Ngāpuhi Nui whakapapa 

informs poetry with ecological concerns. 
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